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Spss for Windows 13. 0 Student Version

2006

new available for 15 00 when valuepacked with any main text

Social Research Methods

2013-07-17

social research methods qualitative and quantitative methods 7e is a highly regarded
text that presents a comprehensive and balanced introduction to both qualitative and
quantitative approaches to social research with an emphasis on the benefits of
combining various approaches new this edition myresearchkit social research methods
7e can be packaged with this text at no additional cost isbn 0205751342 or purchased
separately myresearchkit includes multiple choice practice test questions flashcards
of key terms short research exercises previously in the workbook social explorer
census data from 1790 present a social research in the news blog writing tutorial
covers documenting sources avoiding plagiarism and various kinds of writing
assignments literature reviews abstracts research proposals etc mysearchlab a search
engine for retrieving scholarly research articles from hundreds of academic journals
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Memoir of W. Lawrence, etc

1856

for those who have ever wondered why we have trees in cities or what makes the layout
of cities like paris and amsterdam seem so memorable city trees a historical
geography from the renaissance through the nineteenth century by henry w lawrence
provides a comprehensive and handsome guide to the history of trees in urban
landscapes covering four centuries of development in the cities of europe and america
this book shows how trees became integral to urban landscapes by looking at the
historical evolution of the spaces in which they were planted and how these spaces
were used reflecting on the impact trees have had on what many consider to be the
fundamental aspects of city life people buildings social and economic activity
lawrence draws on graphic materials written descriptions local histories and archival
research to provide a unique look at the tree s role in urban landscape history
primarily concerned with aesthetics power and national traditions lawrence reflects
on the differing impacts city trees have had on multiple aspects of culture from
their roles as symbols and their representation of economic prosperity to the
differing ways nations planted their trees which gradually blended into an
international style of urban planting complete with fascinating illustrations city
trees will appeal to those interested in urban history and geography as well as the
general public interested in cities cultural history and landscape design

Images of “Hua Mulan” in Films of the Past
Century：Changes of Chinese Social Focus Shown on the
Silver Screen

2019-11-01

criminal justice and criminology research methods third edition is an accessible and
engaging text that offers balanced coverage of a full range of contemporary research
methods filled with gritty criminal justice and criminology examples including
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policing corrections evaluation research forensics feminist studies juvenile justice
crime theory and criminal justice theory this new edition demonstrates how research
is relevant to the field and what tools are needed to actually conduct that research
kraska brent and neuman write in a pedagogically friendly style yet without
sacrificing rigor offering balanced coverage of qualitative quantitative and mixed
methods with its exploration of the thinking behind science and its cutting edge
content the text goes beyond the nuts and bolts to teach students how to competently
critique as well as create research based knowledge this book is suitable for
undergraduate and early graduate students in us and global criminology criminal
justice and justice studies programs as well as for senior scholars concerned with
incorporating the latest mixed methods approaches into their research

City Trees

2008

helps students understand what research can and cannot do become better consumers of
research and learn why properly conducted research is important this text teaches
students to be a better consumer of research results understand how the research
enterprise works and prepares them to conduct small research projects upon completing
this text students will be aware of what research can and cannot do and why properly
conducted research is important using clear accessible language and examples from
real research this discusses both qualitative and quantitative approaches to social
research emphasizing the benefits of combining various approaches briefer paperback
text adapted from neuman s social research methods sixth edition

Criminal Justice and Criminology Research Methods

2020-12-30

few churches today can trace their lineage as far back as the copts their ancient
traditions and rituals go back as far as the very beginnings of christianity for
centuries they have withstood many trials and martyrdoms but in the twentieth century
many copts left their homeland and scattered all over the earth seeking prosperity
and security many went to the west but many others went to the heart of the islamic
world the arabian gulf they took their faith with them into this new and challenging
environment in this context hybrid forms of spirituality emerged anchored in the
ancient practices but sharpened by contact with globalisation this migrant
spirituality characterises their stories and touches the heart of what it means to be
a christian sojourner today

Basics of Social Research

2007

preparing students to do research and understand what research can do basics of
social research helps students understand what research can and cannot do become
better consumers of research and learn why properly conducted research is important
this text teaches students to be better consumers of research results and understand
how the research enterprise works preparing them to conduct small research projects
upon completing this text students will gain an awareness of the capabilities and
restrictions of research and learn why properly conducted research is important using
clear accessible language and examples from real research this text discusses both
qualitative and quantitative approaches to social research emphasizing the benefits
of combining various approaches

Keeping the Faith in Exile: Kuwait-Coptic Orthodox
Diasporic Spirituality

2023-11-13

the central thesis of lawrence hogue s book is that criticism of afro american
literature has left out of account the way in which ideological pressures dictate the
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canon this fresh approach to the study of the social ideological and political
dynamics of the afro american literary text in the twentieth century based on the
foucauldian concept of literature as social institution examines the universalization
that power effects how literary texts are appropriated to meet ideological concerns
and needs and the continued oppression of dissenting voices hogue presents an
illuminating discussion of the publication and review history of major and neglected
texts he illustrates the acceptance of texts as exotica as sociological documents or
as carriers of sufficient literary conventions to receive approbation although the
sixties movement allowed the text to move to the periphery of the dominant ideology
providing some new myths about the afro american historical past this marginal
position was subsequently sabotaged co opted or appropriated afros became a fad
presidents gave the soul handshake the hip talking black was dressing one style and
talking another this study includes extended discussion of four works ernest j gaines
s the autobiography of miss jane pittman alice walker s the third life of grange
copeland albert murray s train whistle guitar and toni morrison s sula hogue assesses
the informing worldviews of each and the extent and nature of their acceptance by the
dominant american cultural apparatus

Basics of Social Research: Pearson New International
Edition

2013-07-16

preparing students to do research and understand what research can do basics of
social research helps students understand what research can and cannot do become
better consumers of research and learn why properly conducted research is important
this text teaches students to be better consumers of research results and understand
how the research enterprise works preparing them to conduct small research projects
upon completing this text students will gain an awareness of the capabilities and
restrictions of research and learn why properly conducted research is important using
clear accessible language and examples from real research this text discusses both
qualitative and quantitative approaches to social research emphasizing the benefits
of combining various approaches the full text downloaded to your computer with ebooks
you can search for key concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes as you
study share your notes with friends ebooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free download
available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain
instant access to this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry
date you will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your
bookshelf installed

Discourse and the Other

1986-11-25

this book offers an exploration into the interconnections between career success and
religiosity as it examines the role of pentecostal charismatic christianity in the
work experiences of young professional black women who are becoming part of the post
apartheid south african middle class

Basics of Social Research: Qualitative and Quantitative
Approaches

2013-08-27

from the publisher understanding research is an accessible and visually appealing
introduction to research across a wide range of academic fields and applied
professions it builds a broad foundation that will prepare you for more advanced
courses in research and statistics shows you how to evaluate and understand the
significance of published studies and illustrates the usefulness of research in a
variety of real settings whether you become a producer or consumer of research
understanding research demonstrates that the subject is both interesting and highly
relevant to your personal and working life key features covers all major social
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research concepts and builds a broad foundation that will prepare students for more
advanced courses in research and statistics develops critical reading skills to
enable students to evaluate and understand the significance of published studies
includes examples and illustrations from a broad range of academic disciplines
engages students and illustrates utility of research in a variety of real settings

Professional Women in South African Pentecostal
Charismatic Churches

2010-04-06

this text traces the growth and development of two related disciplines anthropology
and the study of religions locating these disciplines within the intellectual climate
of the 19th century the study considers the contributions of scholars such as james
george frazer f max muller emile durkheim mary douglas and clifford geertz within an
historical framework the author argues that both anthropologists and students of
religion have abandoned an objective approach in favour of personal engagement with
their subjects replacing observation with conversation monologue with dialogue a text
based with people based approach he reveals how each discipline has influenced the
other both in terms of methodology and by the provision of data the book also
explores the criticism levelled at both disciplines that they have aided colonial
domination of the developing world

Understanding Research

2009

for courses in experimental methods and in research methods for political science and
sociology a stress free and enjoyable approach to the research methods course
understanding research is a practical and visually appealing introduction to research
whether students become producers or consumers of research w lawrence neuman shows
them that the subject is both interesting and highly relevant to their lives and
professional work the second edition makes the essentials of doing high quality
research accessible in ways that create excitement about the research process core
principles processes and procedures of research are distilled and presented with
salient real world examples and the latest academic studies in a manner that students
will want to learn them note this isbn is for a pearson books a la carte edition a
convenient three hole punched loose leaf text in addition to the flexibility offered
by this format books a la carte editions offer students great value as they cost
significantly less than a bound textbook understanding research second edition is
also available via revel tm an interactive learning environment that enables students
to read practice and study in one continuous experience you can also purchase a loose
leaf print reference to complement revel understanding research this is optional

Social Research Methods:Qualitative and Quantitative
Approaches: Pearson New International Edition

2014

with this publication the editors offer the first comprehensive text designed to
assist facilitate and guide interested researchers in how to engage in comparative
criminological criminal justice research the editors have collected a series of nine
articles which serve to illustrate examples to facilitate the reader in how to
conduct such research each of the articles is accompanied with a series of questions
and useful web links to further assist the reader and or student

Red Deer

1896

for some time the conventional wisdom in the interdisciplinary field of holocaust
studies is that sociologists have neglected this subject matter but this is not
really the case in fact there has been substantial sociological work on the holocaust
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although this scholarship has often been ignored or neglected including in the
discipline of sociology itself sociology and the holocaust brings this scholarly
tradition to light and in doing so offers a comprehensive synthesis of the vast
historical and social science literature on the before during and after of the
holocaust a tour d horizon from an explicitly sociological perspective as such the
aim of the book is not simply to describe the chronology of events that culminated in
the deaths of 6 million jews but to draw upon sociology s theoretical toolkit to
understand these events and the ongoing legacy of the holocaust sociologically

History of England from the Accession of James I. to the
Outbreak of the Civil War, 1603-1642: 1616-1621

1895

established in 1895 as the first u s scholarly journal in its field ajs remains a
leading voice for analysis and research in the social sciences presenting work on the
theory methods practice and history of sociology ajs also seeks the application of
perspectives from other social sciences and publishes papers by psychologists
anthropologists statisticians economists educators historians and political
scientists

Social Research Methods

1999-09

how can a society prevent not deter not punish but prevent crime criminal justice
prevention commonly called crime control aims to prevent crime after an initial
offence has been commited through anything from an arrest to a death penalty sentence
these traditional means have been frequently examined and their efficacy just as
frequently questioned promising new forms of crime prevention have emerged and
expanded as important components of an overall strategy to reduce crime crime
prevention today has developed along three lines interventions to improve the life
chances of children and prevent them from embarking on a life of crime programs and
policies designed to ameliorate the social conditions and institutions that influence
offending and the modification or manipulation of the physical environment products
or systems to reduce everyday opportunities for crime each strategy aims at
preventing crime or criminal offending in the first instance before the act has been
committed each importantly takes place outside of the formal criminal justice system
representing an alternative perhaps even socially progressive way to reduce crime the
oxford handbook of crime prevention is a comprehensive up to date and authoritative
review of research on crime prevention bringing together top scholars in criminology
public policy psychology and sociology this handbook includes critical reviews of the
main theories that form the basis of crime prevention evidence based assessments of
the effectiveness of the most important interventions and cross cutting essays that
examine implementation evaluation methodology and public policy covering the three
major crime prevention strategies active today developmental community and
situational this definitive volume addresses seriously and critically the ways in
which the united states and the western world have attempted and should continue to
strive for the of crime

In Search of the Sacred

1996-01-01

d h lawrence remains one of the most popular and studied authors of the 20th century
this book is a comprehensive but easy to use reference guide to lawrence s life works
and critical reception the volume has been systematically structured to convey a
coherent overall sense of lawrence s achievement and critical reputation but it is
also designed to enable the reader who may be interested in only one aspect of
lawrence s career perhaps even in only one of his novels or stories to find relevant
information quickly and easily without having to read other parts of the text the
book begins with an original biography by john worthen one of the world s foremost
authorities on lawrence s life and work the chapters that follow provide separate
entries for all of lawrence s works except for individual poems and paintings with
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critical summaries discussions of characters and details of settings there is also a
complete overview of lawrence and film with the most complete listing available of
film adaptations of his works and of criticism relating to them each section of the
book provides comprehensive primary and secondary bibliographical data including
citations for the most recent scholarly studies maps and chronologies further trace
lawrence s travels and his development over time

Understanding Research

2016-08

evaluating practice comes with a free cd rom featuring numerous programs including
the unique and innovative singwin program for analyzing single system design data
created by charles auerbach david schnall and heidi heft laporte of yeshiva
university the cass and caap programs for managing cases and scoring scales created
by walter hudson and a new set of microsoft excel workbooks and interactive exercises
book jacket

Social Research Methods

1996-01-01

forever belle is the intriguing story of a nineteenth century socialite sallie ward
lawrence hunt armstrong downs 1827 1896 beautiful charming and kind but also reckless
and bold she was born in scott county kentucky to a family of means beset by tragedy
early deaths suicides and even murders sallie basked in the national spotlight
appearing in newspapers as far flung as milwaukee and charleston written up for her
exploits which included such scandalous behavior as smoking cigars dressing in
turkish pantalets wearing rouge and getting divorced such a character invites
romanticizing and in this new biography randolph paul runyon does much to ground
sallie ward in reality fact checking stories such as her infamous horse ride through
the louisville market house and examining his subject in the context of her wealthy
family runyon carefully details his subject s life beginning with her aristocratic
origins as the descendant of slaveowners merchants and politicians who stole land
from native groups and grew rich off the labor of enslaved people he accurately
covers sallie s madcap adventures and charitable actions faithfully representing her
legacy as a kentuckian a mother and a grandmother illustrated with images of the
family their property and their lavish grave markers this volume provides an
entertaining and informative glimpse into the world of antebellum privilege in a
border state as well as an examination of the birth of celebrity for its own sake
forever belle finally is also the story of an early if conflicted feminist a woman
who believed she should have control over her own appearance actions political views
and marital status

A Guided Reader to Research in Comparative
Criminology/criminal Justice

2009

this second volume of the acclaimed cambridge biography of d h lawrence covers the
years 1912 22 the period in which lawrence forged his reputation as one of the
greatest and most controversial writers of the twentieth century during this period
lawrence produced the trio of novels with which he was to revolutionise english
fiction over the next decade it was a painful process sons and lovers was crudely cut
by its publisher the rainbow was destroyed by court order and women in love took
almost three years to find a publisher this 1996 biography tells the writing life too
tracing the illuminating relations between man and manuscript without confusing life
and art drawing on previously unseen information from the cambridge editions of the
letters and works and original research fresh light is shed on questions of lawrence
s sexuality health quarrels and friendships which have been more often gossiped or
theorised about than scrupulously examined
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Sociology and the Holocaust

2023-12-01

vellum and vaccinium documentary and archaeological evidence in the study of medieval
produce charlotte masemann talking numbers deconstructing engineering discourse james
hull model behaviour a material culture approach to the history of anatomy models
susan lamb re disciplining the body lisa helps the uncooperative primary source
literary recovery versus historical fact in the strange production of cogewea robert
strong reading books reading lives culture language and power in nineteenth centurym
school readers barbara lorenzkowski rigeur et sensibilité dans un parcours historien
hubert watelet inside out the use and inadvertent misuse of oral histories laura e
ettinger les sources jurisdiques au service de l histoire socio culturelle de la
france médiévale et moderne kouky fianu sylvie perrier revisiting quantitative
methods in immigration history immigrant files in the archives of the russian
consulates in canada vadim kukushkin réflexions sur la question indentitaire d après
les recensements informatisés l exemple des suisses en ontario 1871 1881 samy khalid
the politics of sources and definitions cristina bradatan reporting the people s war
ottawa 1914 1918 jeff keshen documents in bronze and stone memorials and monuments as
historical sources jonathan f vance the evidence of omission in art history s texts
katherine romba images mode s d emploi mélanie de groote what do the radio programs
reveal content analysis versus accidental sampling in early canadian radio history
anne f maclennan television as a historical source using images in cultural history
caroline isabelle caron wie es eigenlich gewesen early film as historical source
michel s beaulieu evidence of what changing answers to the question of historical
sources as illustrated by research using the census chad gaffield

The American Journal of Sociology

1918

The Oxford Handbook of Crime Prevention

2012-02-24

D. H. Lawrence

1996-06-24

American Book Publishing Record

1985

Evaluating Practice

1999

Forever Belle

2024-03-11

Acts and Resolves Passed by the General Court

1890
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Acts and Resolves Passed by the General Court of
Massachusetts

1890

Acts and Resolves Passed by the General Court of
Massachusetts in the Year ...

1890

Catalogue of the J. Morgan Slade Library and Other
Architectural Works in the Apprentices' Library

1892

Literary Studies

1898

History of England from the Accession of James I to the
Outbreak of the Civil War, 1603-1642

1895

Thammasat Review

2006

D.H. Lawrence

1991

D. H. Lawrence: Triumph to Exile 1912–1922: Volume 2

2011-11-24

Building New Bridges

2005

Tullidge's Quarterly Magazine of Utah, Her Founders, Her
Enterprises, and Her Civilization

1880
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